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axo likes to surprise. 
Its biggest advantage –  mobility  
– cannot be overestimated.

Jens Korte has designed
chairs exceptionally easy
to store, move, link or fit

into any space. 
axo comes in such a variety
of models and functions
that any conference room can be 
arranged in no time – a chair
as easy to organise as it is to sit on.





no task
is too difficult

forthese chairs



the characteristic bent line
additionally adds to the

chair’s flexibility

the elastic plywood elements
ensure comfortable sitting

and durability, even over
extended periods of use

the soft upholstered
padding gives that extra

feel of comfort





mobility invites success







Chairs with a desktop,

available in left-handed

and right-handed models.

The desk top frame ismade out

of metal, which makes it

particularly resistant to damage,

especially when used frequently.

The desk top isstable and made

of damage resistant plywood.

The back and seat are made of

thick, flexible plywood,

exceptionally resistant to damage.

A variety of finishes:

› wooden seat and back

› upholstered seat, wooden back

› upholstered seat and back

Stacking up to 10 pieces– the chairsmay be stored

in high,vertical stacks to ensure an economicuse

of storage space.

Profiled glides and special fenders are in place

to protect the chair frame, seatand back

from damage in storage.

Special click mechanism

for secure arrangement

of the chairs in rows.

Each chair and row

can be numbered.



The offer includes complementary tables.

Construction – the exceptionallystrong

metal frame guarantees durability even in

demanding conditions of use.

The tables can be instantly

linked in rows.

Stacking up to 6 pieces

– the tables may be stored in high,

vertical stacks to ensure an economic

use of storage space.

Safety fenders to secure desktops

from damage while stacked up.

A cart for table transportation.

Benches ideal for waiting rooms.

Variety of models:

A choice oftwo sizes of benches

– two and three seaters.

Three types of finishing:

› wooden seat and back

› upholstered seat, wooden back

› upholstered seat and back.
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